Accession:

1969, October 31

Photographs, Panorama of McKinley and Foraker and an aerial of Anchorage in the 1960’s.

Donated. City of Anchorage. Box 400, Anchorage, AK.

2 Photos.
City B69.26

Scope and Contents

The collection consists of two photographs. One of Anchorage in the 1960’s, the other a panorama of McKinley and Foraker. The photographs were taken by the Civil Aeronautics Administration. Please see photo list.

Donated. City of Anchorage. Anchorage, AK. 2003 SLL.

2 Photos.

Photo List

B69.26.2 panorama of McKinley and Foraker (donated to city by Victor Gill)- unable to locate

| B69.26.1  | Aerial of Anchorage, 1960’s | B&W 51cm x 61cm | Photo oversize, Map 4 – 2 |